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AN OVERVIEW

The wasteful ways of the past are beginning
to be reconsidered in the light of the harsh econ
omic and environmental lessons of the 1970s. Re
sources on this planet are finite; energy is no
longer a cheap commodity; everything has its cost.
The readjustment to this new reality has already
begun but there is far to go. Indeed, if a sense
of frugality does not soon become national policy
there are strongly-voiced concerns that America
as a nation may waste its way into decline.
A turn back to the use of returnable contain
ers for beverages is one significant way in which
Maine can now effectively join this movement for
a national use of our resources. The elimination
of the "throwaway" bottle or can will hardly solve
all our problems, but it is a practical, proven
means of attacking a major wasteful packaging prac
tice at its source.
Banning the throwaway will bring Mainers the
following gains: the near elimination of the bev
erage container as a litter problem; the reduction
of a significant element in our expensive, growing
solid waste problem; and a direct contribution to
our nation's achievement of a sane energy policy.
At the same time, a changeover to retumables
should result in no cost increase to the consumer
and additional employment in the beverage industry
and in retail outlets.

ENTER THE THROWAWAY
There was a time in recent memory when Mainers
had an all-returnable system and accepted it as a
part of their life style. When you purchased a
soft drink or beer container, you paid a deposit at
the grocer, took the beverages home, drank them,
and saved the bottles, and, on the next trip to the
market, redeemed the bottles for their deposit
value. The bottles were then returned to the
bottler who refilled them with beverage and started
them on their way to the grocer's shelf for an
other cycle of use. One local Portland bottler
remembers when his company would refill some
bottles as many as 35 times, before they were fin
ally discarded or broken. J

What happened to this system? The introduc
tion of the disposable beverage container came
about largely as a consequence of private, economic
forces within the container, bottling and retail
food industries. 1 Initially, the move came from
can manufacturers who sought additional markets
for their product. The glass bottle industry in
turn responded to this threat to its market and
brought forward the light-weight "no deposit - no
return" bottle. The transformation was on. Throw
aways began to gain acceptance when brewers and
bottlers realized that shipping beverages only one
way reduced their costs. Similarly, grocers -especially the large supermarket chains — found
they could shave costs for labor and storage space
by eliminating or discouraging the sale of retumables. The changeover occurred rapidly. In 1958,
for example, retumables had 98 per cent of the
soft drink market but only 40 per cent in 1972.
The decline of retumables in beer packaging has
even been swifter. >
Ever since the throwaway's introduction, the
sellers of beverages have emphasized to the con
sumer the ease and convenience of one-way contain
ers. Nothing was ever said about the additional
costs to society in litter, solid waste and in
creased energy consumption. The sloganizing even
turned on the containers themselves. They were
first styled as "no deposit-no return", a phrase
that implies the consumer is receiving something
more convenient at a reduced savings. Yet throw
aways have been consistently priced higher than
retumables, meaning more expense for consumers.
Then came "one-way bottle," a term that adeptly
avoids dealing with the problem of what happens to
a container once the consumer is finished with it.
The only industry recognition of this problem came
in the small legend on each container, "Please
Dispose Of Properly." But what recognition is
given to the problem of improper disposal of a
container designed for discard? And what, indeed,
constitutes a proper disposal?

THE LITTERED ENVIRONMENT
Beverage containers are a major part of our
outdoors litter problem. This is a fact of mod
e m life that can't escape motorists, walkers and
landowners alike. Bottles and cans make up any
where from 20 to 50 per cent of all roadside
litter, and from the point of ugliness and non
biodegradability, they are among the worst offend
ers of all. An extensive survey taken in Oregon
between 1971 and 1973 showed that 31.6 per cent
-- almost a third.-- of highway litter was bever
age containers. J A more recent Maine study shows
that throwaway|.made up nearly 42 per cent of the
litter total. J Both studies showed that much of
the remaining litter was paper, which is less
easily seen and degrades quickly over time.
Roadside litter is a major aesthetic problem
in a state conscious of its scenic image and de
pendent upon the tourist dollar. But it is also
an environmental concern, especially in the case

of bottles and cans which, if not picked up, take
decades to degrade into the soil. Broken bottles
present their own special danager: shards of
glass along roads and in woods can cause injury to
unsuspecting humans and animals. One Lewiston
pediatrician recently wrote:

Besides th e nume/ious pa tien ts I me. -in my
o^hlce with cuts abstained, fifiom broken bot
tle s and la stin g cans, my own children a t the
ocean have sustained slm llaA In ju rie s and my
daughter had to have an operation to remove a
piece of, glass embedded In th e s o le oh hen
hoot. (6)

AND WHAT ABOUT TRASH?
The throwaway philosophy of packaging doesn't
take into account that all those bottles and cans
have to go some place. Until recently, there was
n't much worrying about the costs of disposing our
refuse in the local dump. But as dumps have
become landfills and trash is viewed as solid
waste, the cost of disposal has developed into a
special public concern. The m o d e m landfill does
its job well but requires hard-to-get land, con
stant labor and expensive earth-moving equipment.
Every additional ton of waste that goes into a
landfill is an added burden on the public treasury.
The Environmental Protection Agency estimated
that in 1972 over 8.2 million tons of beer and
soft drink containers were produced and discarded
in the United States. [7) To give an idea of how
staggering an amount of solid waste this is, the
total amount of municipal and commercial waste in
Maine of all kinds was only an estimated 860,000
tons.(8) This means that national container wastes
are 10_ times more than all of Maine's municipal
waste.
It is difficult to pin point exactly what
proportion of Maine's solid waste is made up by
beverage containers. A government study estimates
about 3.6 percent nationally, but this figure is
really not applicable to the Maine situation be
cause it includes industrial wastes - a type of
waste which Maine has only a comparatively small
amount.(9) The quantity of solid waste per capita
generated in Maine is estimated to be just half of
the national average.(10) A study made at the
Conway, New Hampshire landfill determined that 24.1
percent of the daily waste disposed there consist
ed of metal cans and glass bottles much of which
were beverage containers.(11) This figure may be
suggestive of the contribution beverage containers
make to solid waste in recreational and resort
areas.
The aggregate weight of the 424 million bev
erage bottles and cans that will be disposed of
this year in Maine, is estimated to be a stagger
ing 80,815 tons. Compared to the total municipal
waste, this yields a figure of 9.4 per cent for
beverage bottles and cans in Maine's solid waste.
This compares favorably with the experience in

New Hampshire, an area with population character
istics similar to Maine.
In practical terms, a
returnable bill could therefore mean the savings
of landfill space equivalent to one year's amount of solid waste every decade. (12)

WHAT ABOUT RECYCLING?

As a principle, the recycling of used bever
age containers looks like a good thing. As a
practical matter, it's a poor alternative to a
system of re-use.
Recycling was tried in Maine a few years back
but the experiment wasn't successful. For one
thing, the state's population is small and spread
out over a wide area. This made it difficult to
collect waste products cheaply in a large enough
When energy was cheap, it wasn't something to
volume to make the end product competitive in the
be accounted for in reckoning the actual cost of a
scrap market. A second problem was that the users
product. Throwaways arrived on the American scene
of recycled material -- especially glass — were
during an era when neither industry nor consumers
located out-of-state and the transportation cost
gave a second thought to the true cost of dispos
became prohibitive.
able packaging. Now that energy has become dear,
There's an additional irony to the recycling
we must begin to re-examine how we use this
^-question. The beverage industry has been a major
precious resource. The throwaway container is a
proponent of this alternative -- which requires
good example of excessive energy waste. Excluding
consumers to cart their used bottles and cans to
the contents, the energy used in producing a
a recycling center -- but argues at the same time
throwaway glass bottle is nearly three times what
that redeeming a returnable container on a regular
is required to deliver the same beverage in a
trip to the market is inconvenient. (16)
returnable container.(13) An Environmental
Right now even the most highly organized in
Protection Agency study estimates, for example,
dustry recycling programs in densely populated
that a nationwide returnable system would save
urban states, collect only 10 to 15 per cent of
energy equivalent to 131,000 barrels of crude oil
the beverage containers. On the other hand, by
a day. This figure becomes significant if you
providing a deposit incentive, returnable contain
consider that the current 55 m.p.h. speed limit
ers will cause the return of 90 to 95 per cent of
is supposed to conserve between 200,00 and 250,000
all beverage containers.
barrels a day.(14) Recent figures from the Office
There is evidence, moreover, that recycling
of Energy Conservation and Fuel Allocation indicate
throwaway beverage containers may be counterpro
that this amount of gasoline would also be the
ductive from an energy standpoint. One study
equivalent of one years supply of energy for the
determined that even with recycling, a throwaway
entire State of Maine. (15)

THE ENERGY QUESTION

COMPARISON OF FIVE DIFFERENT CONTAINERS FOR DELIVERING
1000 GALLONS OF BEVERAGE
Environmental Impadt
Energy (million BTUs)
Virgin Raw Materials
(lbs.)
Water Volume
(thousand gals.)
Waterborne Wastes (lbs.)
Atmospheric Emissions
(lbs.)
Post-Consumer Solid
Wastes (cubic feet)
Industrial Solid Waste
(lbs.)

15 Trip Glass
(Returnable)

All
Steel

Bi-metallic
Can

One-Way
Glass

Aluminum
Can

15

35

54

63

89

920

1800

1700

7700

580

10

34

47

210

34
550

28
120

17
1300

70

130

220

260

360

3

3

3

30

3

420

4900

4600

2500

1500

Note: A ll containers are 12 ounces (beer); the bottles are capped with steel closures; solid bleached sulfate
paperboard carriers are included with bottles; plastic ring carriers are included with cans. Source: Midwest
Research Institute under EPA contract.

container system is still three times as energy
wasteful as a returnable system. (17)
The essental component of solid waste manage
ment in the future is reduction of waste at its
source. After solid waste is created no matter
what we do, be it recycling or throwing it away,
it costs us money. Only reduction of waste
eliminates these costs. Returnable containers are
an important part of a long-term solution to waste
disposal problems.

WHY NOT FEDERAL LEGISLATION?
If the throwaway is a problem all over Amer
ica, why isn't a matter for action at the federal
level? It is true there is already widespread
federal concern about throwaways. Several bills
banning throwaways are currently before Congress
and the President's Citizens Advisory Committee
on Environmental Quality has backed returnable
container legislation as a key energy-conservation
measure. But Maine Citizens for Returnable Con
tainers believe that the changeover to retumables
can be accomplished more efficiently if the states
act on their own.
Already two states -- Oregon and Vermont -have adopted bottle bills.(18) South Dakota's new
law, which requires reusable containers, goes into
effect in July, 1976. Similar legislation is
being considered in most other states.
Indeed,
the trend to retumables is progressing even more
rapidly in conservation-minded Canada where three
provinces have enacted returnable laws and there
is strong pressure for one in neighboring Quebec.
(19)

ECONOMIC
IMPACTS

aways, for one thing. Retumables also take up
more space in shipping and there is, of course,
the cost of picking up the returns and transport
ing them from the retailer back to the plant.
And in making the changeover to a returnable
system, there are certain new investments in equip
ment, trucks and bottle inventory necessary. None
theless, from the manufacturer's standpoint, con
tainer cost savings greatly offset the other costs
and result in a substantial net reduction in
operating costs. In Oregon, a study of the
economic impact of the bottle bill concluded that
brewers and bottlers had overall savings of some
$8 million the first year.(20)

THE DISTRIBUTOR

Let us now trace the effects the returnable
system proposed by L.D. 913 would have on the man
ufacturer distribution and sale of beverages in
Maine.

Most soft drinks are distributed by the
bottler but in the beer industry there is a separ
ate system of wholesalers. These outlets would
experience additional handling and storage costs
from a returnable system. In Oregon, beer distri
butors had increased operating expenses but in
most cases recovered their costs from the brewers.

THE CONTAINER MANUFACTURER

THE RETAILER

Under a returnable system, a markedly smaller
number of containers would be needed to satisfy
Maine's beverage market. This is where the prime
savings of the changeover occurs. If only 70 per
cent of the current beverage market were switched
into retumables the first year of L.D. 913's op
eration (it was 93 per cent in Oregon; about 70
per cent in Vermont), some 235 million fewer con
tainers would be necessary in 1975. But since
there are no plants in Maine making beverage con
tainers, the reduction in the number needed would
have no in-state impact.

A returnable system will necessarily increase
handling costs at the retail level. With throw
aways, grocers have been able to treat beverages
as they would any other food commodity -- back
room to shelf, shelf to consumer and no return.
But several extra steps accompany the redemption
of retumables. These include the refunding of
deposits, collecting containers from the customer,
sorting and storing them, and transferring them
to the bottler's or distributor's truck. Most
of the added cost comes in the form of extra
labor but there would also be expenditures for add
itional storage space and new bottle racks and
carts.
Since beverage manufacturers would experience
a decrease in their costs, the inevitable result
under a free market system is that these savings
would be passed on down the line to the retailer
in the form of lower wholesale prices. Thus,
grocery stores could recover their additional ex
penditures without passing on any price increase
to the consumer.

THE BREWER AND THE BOTTLER
For every beverage packaged in a returnable
container, the beverage manufacturer saves money.
That's because the total cost of a throwaway —
which ranges from four to ten cents depending upon
the container -- has to be recovered in the pur
chase price of the beverage. With a returnable,
the container cost is pro-rated over the number of
times the container is re-used. If a brewer or
bottler gets 10 "trips" for each returnable pur
chased, the cost for each use is a fraction of that
for a throwaway. This is why one major supermar
ket chain in Maine -- one of the few selling returnables -- can offer a quart of soft drink in
retumables for 3£ cents but charges 40_ cents for
28 ounces of the same beverage packaged in a
throwaway. And why a Coca-Cola bottler can whole
sale Coke two cents cheaper per 10 ounce bottle
in retumables.
There are additional costs at the manufacture
level with retumables. The initial filling of a
returnable requires more labor than with throw

THE CONSUMER
Under a mandatory returnable system, every
beverage purchaser will have to pay a deposit as
a precondition of buying beer or softs in contain
ers. The vast majority of consumers -- between
90 and 95 per cent in Oregon -- will have their
deposits refunded upon redemption. But consumers
who litter or wastefully discard containers will
loose their refunds. The opponents of a bottle
bill in Maine somehow cite this as a major economic
cost of a returnable system. iActually, the deposit
works positively to give consumers a financial

incentive to return their beverage containers. At
the same time, it levies a penalty on litterers
and the wasteful. Under a throwaway system, there
is no way for a conscientious consumer to avoid
waste. And the litterer gets a free ride on every
one else. A deposit system also works within the
private sector without the need for governmental
bureaucracy or the expenditures of tax dollars.
Finally, deposit bottles -- even when discarded or
littered -- hold out a premium to any finder.
Thus, there is always an incentive for their being
picked up.
Opponents of a bottle bill for Maine have
talked extensively about the consumer inconvenience
that would result under a returnable system. It's
anyone's guess how such legislation would affect
a given consumer but given the level of beverage
purchases within most homes, the burden would seem
minor indeed. One of the chief merits of a return
able system, furthermore, is that it is not
untested but represents a return to a practice that
consumers once easily integrated into their shop
ping habits.
Another concern voiced has been that Mainers
who live near the New Hampshire border would shift
their buying to that state, both to avoid the
alleged "inconvenience" of retumables and to
take advantage of New Hampshire's lower prices
(the Granite State has no sales tax and an excise
tax half of Maine's on malt beverages). One of the
"facts" used by the opponents in this regard is
that such a falloff occurred in Vermont following
passage of its bottle bill. This argument, how
ever, rests on some questionable assumptions.
In
the first year following Vermont's law, sales of
beer did decline some 10 per cent. But during the
same period, the state experienced a major flood,
a gasoline shortage and a poor snow season. The
combination of these factors served to decrease
tourism and hence sales of all goods and services.
Thus, it is impossible to determine whether any
decrease in beverage sales was solely due to the
bottle bill.
Furthermore, between 20 and 30 per
cent of Vermont's population lives within shopping
distance of New Hampshire (indeed many Vermonters
regularly shop across the border). In Maine, on
the other hand, less than 10_ per cent of the pop
ulation is within a convenient drive of New Hamp
shire .

BENEFITS AND
COSTS OF
RETURNABLE
CONTAINERS

For the purposes of comparing the benefits
and costs of a bottle bill for Maine, we shall use
an estimated 471 million beverage containers as
the current 1975 rate of consumption. The 471
million containers includes about 221 million beer
bottles and cans and 250 million units in soft
drinks. Of this total, the best estimate is that
about ten per cent are currently sold in returnables, or some 47 million fillings.(21) Since the
costs of these 47 million are already reflected in
the existing price structure, the following analy
sis will only deal with the 424 million throwaways
that would be affected by L.D. 913.
The current return rate in Maine is not pre
cisely known but is between 70 and 80 per cent.(22)
Enactment of L.D. 913 should increase this rate
significantly if the Oregon and Vermont experien
ces are an accurate reflection of consumer re
sponse. In Oregon, for example, the return rate
jumped sharply following the passage of a return
able bill -- from 75 per cent for beer to between
90 and 95 per cent; for soft drinks, the increase
was from 80 to 92 per cent. (23) One Vermont
bottler says his current rate is 90 per cent
"plus".(24) We shall estimate the return rate for
Maine at 90 per cent following enactment.

It is difficult to estimate the magnitude
of litter collection costs in Maine. For one
thing, cleanups are only made sporadically, on a
"personnel and equipment availability" basis, and
even then major highway arteries like the Inter
state receive closer attention than do secondary
roads. Thus, available cost figures reflect the
economic impact of collecting only a portion of
the actual litter. And these figures do not in
clude the value of volunteer labor in cleanup pro
grams nor do they mirror the cost of retrieving
litter in our woodland and wilderness areas.
The largest litter collector in the state is
the Department of Transportation, which spends about $260,000 a year in cleaning highway roadsides.
Another $27,000 is spent by the Maine Turnpike
Authority and an estimated $50,000 by the State
Parks and Recreation Department.
Local municipal
ities also engage in collection but separate fig
ures are not available. The City of Portland, for
example, spends about $35,000 a year. A rough es
timate of the statewide municipal expenditure
would be $200,000 a year. Private, non-volunteer
cleanup costs are again untabulated but $100,000
would represent a reasonable estimate. Thus, the
total cost for the state,is a minimum $637,000 on
an annual basis.
Assuming conservatively that beverage con
tainers only comprise an average 30 per cent of
litter and that bottle and can litter would be
reduced 90 per cent by Maine's bottle bill, the
savings in litter collection costs would be
$171,990 a year. This figure,’of course, can not
reflect the aesthetic and environmental costs
associated with beverage container litter.

LITTER
In the year following Oregon's passage of a
bottle bill, beverage container litter on the road
sides declined by some 86 per cent. On a monthto-month comparison, the decline was even greater.
In August, 1972, prior to the law, a highway lit
ter survey revealed that 3,757 bottles and cans
were littered along the sample sections of road.
The following August, container litter had fallen
off to 338, a drop of 91 per cent.(25)

Photo by Laura Lawson, courtesy U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, Office o f Solid Waste Management Programs.

SOLID WASTE
If the result of the bottle bill were to
shift over Maine's entire beverage market to returnables, this would mean a reduction of about
57,000 tons of solid waste annually that otherwise
would have to be collected and disposed of. But,
to be conservative, let us only assume that about
70 per cent of the beverage market goes into returnables in the shortterm after L.D. 913's pas
sage. That would mean a reduction of about 37,459
tons from the annual solid waste stream. Disposal
costs vary enormously, depending upon local con
ditions, but a realistic figure for solid waste
disposal in a manner consistent with regulations
due to go into effect later this year would be
$12 a ton. This would mean an annual savings of
$449,508. (26)

ENERGY
A University of Illinois energy study has de
termined that the'throwaway system of packaging
beverages is about three times as wasteful of ener
gy as a returnable system.(27) Most of the addi
tional energy is consumed in producing the larger
number of throwaways necessary to deliver a given
amount of beverage. The study also concluded
there was no benefit in recycling throwaways; in
deed, that only more energy was squandered.
Switching to returnables in Maine would mean
an energy savings equivalent to some 18 million
gallons of gasoline annually, or about 900,000
barrels of oil. In terms of both state and nation
al energy use, the savings from a returnable system
still only represents a fraction of current overall
industrial, commercial and home consumption. In

everyday terms, however, this is still a massive
amount of energy, enough for example to power 36,000 automobiles for 10,000 miles a year at 20 miles
a gallon (or almost ten per cent of Maine's regis
tered autos). Furthermore, the whole theory behind
the nation's energy conservation program is to re
duce consumption wherever possible.
In this re
gard, the state's Bureau of Civil Emergency Pre
paredness has backed the returnable concept as a
"significant philosophic and practical step" toward
a sound energy conservation policy.(28)

THE GROCER
It is relatively simple to segregate and enum
erate the labor factors unique to a returnable sys
tem, but far more difficult to calculate the eco
nomic impact on affected retailers. The one major
study of handling costs assumes, for example, that
all relevant labor inputs are actually borne by the
retailer in practice (or at least reflected in op
erating costs). This implies a degree of efficien
cy in employee utilization and a scale of operation
that exists, if at all, only in large, well-managed
economic units. But this study, conducted in 1971
in Southern California, is useful as a baseline be
cause of the absence of more broad-ranging data.(29)
Its results, moreover, have been adopted by the fed
eral Environmental Protection Agency in its work on
the container problem.(30) The study isolated la
bor expenditures attributable to returnables at
.002835 work hours per container. An independent
Oregon study, made after the passage of the bottle
bill there, also yielded a labor figure in this
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range.(31) This works out to $ .0064 cents per con
tainer at a handling rate of about 15 cases of bev
erages an hour. A study commissioned by the op
ponents of L.D. 913 has calculated its handling
cost at $ .022 per container.(32) This seems high
indeed — a worker paid $2.25 an hour would have
to move only four cases in an hour at that rate.
We shall round the labor input to .0029 hours
and apply it in the following manner. Grocery
stores of all kinds retail about 61 per cent of
all soft drinks sold, 81 per cent of beer sales.(33)
If we round these figures upward t'o be conservative
(to 65 and 85, respectively), apply them against
the 424 million unit throwaway market, and assume
a fair average wage rate of $2.25 an hour(34), the
additional handling cost at the retail level in
Maine would be $2,060,739. We will add an addi
tional five per cent of this amount — or $103,037
— to allow for extraordinary changeover handling
costs while retailers are adjusting to the return
able system.
In addition to labor costs, retailers will ex
perience a need for additional storage space and
some of the larger outlets may buy racking and cart
ing equipment. The California study computed stor
age cost at $ .004158 per container for supermar
kets. But actual experience in Oregon showed that
storage expense was much smaller, about ten per
cent of the increased cost of handling.(35) This
makes economic sense because many stores will be
able to use existing space more efficiently. The
California figure also reflects a higher rental or
lease cost for space in large supermarkets. To be
conservative, however, we will estimate the cost
for additional storage at $656,594. For the added
carting and racking equipment, the California fig
ures would give an extra cost of $104,853. In the
light of the Oregon experience and the fact that
smaller outlets will tend not to purchase this equipment, the figure seems inordinately high.(36)
We will estimate this cost for Maine at $52,426.
Summarizing these costs, the increased expen
ditures at the retail level in Maine stemming from
a bottle bill would be $2,872,796 or about $ .0068
per container.

BREWERS AND BOTTLERS

The prime savings for a brewer or a bottler
under a returnable system is in the cost of the
container itself. Since a throwaway is used but
once, its total cost is wholly reflected in the
beverage price. Where a returnable can be reused
countless times, only a fraction of its initial
cost ever shows up in the beverage's shelf price.
Because returnable containers are only moderately
more expensive than throwaways, the cost savings
for the beverage producer can be enormous under a
returnable system. Under the existing throwaway
system in Maine, beverage manufacturers bear costs
of the order outlined in the following table:

I -- THE EXISTING SYSTEM(37)
Container
No. of
Containers
Type
Returnable
Bottle

No. of
Fillings

Cost

(000)
11,775

47,100

Throwaway
Bottle

213,256

213,256

9,532,543

Throwaway
Can

210,644

210,644

11,901,386

435,675

471,000

$ 21,849,587

$

415,658

Under a 100 per cent returnable system (where
all containers are reused as a matter of course),
the cost picture would be:

II -- ALL REFILLABLE SYSTEM(38)
Container
No. of
Type
Containers
Returnable
Bottle

No. of
Fillings

Cost

(000)
47,100
471,000

$

1,662,630

47,100

$

1,662,630

471,000

Thus, the container cost savings on a 100 per
cent returnable system over the current setup would
be $20,186,957, or an operating cost reduction for
beverage producers of better than 92 per cent.
Since L.D. 913 does not prohibit the use of
throwaways (preferring instead to achieve a switch
over to returnables through economic incentives),
it is hard to say when the Maine beverage market
would become 100 per cent refillable. In Oregon,
for example, where the refillable container was
more firmly established before the passage of a
bottle bill, throwaways still comprised from five
to ten per cent of the market a year after the
bottle bill's enactment. Progress in Vermont has
been less rapid, largely because of resistance on
the part of regional and national brewers. While
upwards of 90 per cent of the soft drink market
there is currently in refillables, beer is only be
ginning to reach a 50 per cent level.(39) There
are market forces at work that will increase this
share over time but it is difficult to predict the
rate of growth (one significant factor, for exam
ple, would be if Maine went over to returnables).
To be conservative in this analysis, we will esti
mate therefore that the post-bottle bill returna
ble market in Maine is 90 per cent for soft drinks,
45 per cent for beer. This is the cost picture:

III -- TRANSITIONAL SYSTEM (40)
Container
Type

No. of
Containers

No. of
Fillings

Returnable
Bottle

31,340

313,400

Throwaway
Bottle

73,420

73,420

84,180
188,940

84,180
471,000

Throwaway
Can

Cost

•$

1,106,302

2,914,774

$

4,335,270
8,356,346

The difference between the two systems yields
a container cost savings of $13,493,241, a substan
tial reduction in brewers's and bottlers's operating
costs.
The container cost savings is, of course, not
a net reduction for beverage manufacturers. This
figure is partially offset by additional costs at
tributable to a returnable system. Generally,
these costs result from added steps and labor in
filling procedures, an increase in outbound ship
ping costs, and expenditures for returning contain
ers to the bottler or brewer. The Oregon experi
ence indicates that these additional expenditures
for Maine would be about 45.1 per cent of the to
tal savings for brewers and 23.0 per cent for soft
drink bottlers.(41) A Texas soft drink bottler
says his extra handling costs amount to $ .00625
per container or the equivalent of about $1.4
million for a soft drink market the size of Maine's.
With these figures in mind, we calculate that these
increases would amount to $4,502,603 for both
brewers and bottlers.(42)
Brewers and bottlers would experience some
losses or inefficiencies during the transition to
a returnable system.
In the case of brewers, no
one brewery serves the Maine market alone and it
is expectable that the necessary changeover could
be made without excessive costs or capital losses.
This was the case in Oregon.(43) For bottlers,
the main problem would be the obsolescence of some
vending machines.
In Oregon, some savings were
effected by selling such machines to other markets.
(44). No accurate estimate of changeover costs
can be made but we will assume that $250,000 is a
generous allowance for both industries.
To process a larger volume of returnable con
tainers, both brewers and bottlers would have to
purchase washing and sterilizing equipment in ad
dition to what is already presently in production.
Brewers not using common carriers for transporta
tion would,have to add to their truck fleets. Bot
tlers would have to expand their fleets because of
the greater space taken up by returnables. The
actual amount of investment depends on the partic
ular plants and operations involved. Capital equipment of this nature, moreover, is normally de
preciated over a number of years and thus a one-

year cost is but a fraction of the total expendi
ture. Bottlers in Oregon estimated their new in
vestments in equipment at $2.4 million. If we as
sume that brewers require a like amount, the total
would be about $4.8 million to serve a beverage
market almost twice as large as Maine's.(45) Thus,
we can conservatively estimate capital expendi
tures for Maine at $2.5 million and the annual
amortized cost at $357,143 (based on an average
depreciation life of seven years). Adding in in
terest costs to finance the purchases, this is about $400,000 a year.
A change to a returnable system also necessi
tates an increase in container inventory, termed
"float" within the industry. In Oregon, the es
timated cost of this investment was $2,120,000.(45)
For Maine, we estimate the cost would be $1,392,300.
To summarize, the beverage manufacturers would
save $13,493,241 in container costs and expend an
additional $6,544,603. The net savings due to a
returnable system would therefore be $6,948,638.

BEER DISTRIBUTORS
Where most soft drinks are distributed by the
bottler, beer from the brewery is handled by local
distributors. These outlets will bear additional
handling, storage and shipping costs under a re
turnable system.
In Oregon, the differential be
tween handling throwaways and returnables has been
estimated at $ .103 a case or $ .00429 a container.
(46) On this basis, the added expenditure expected
to be borne by Maine beer distributors would be
$872,243.

THE CONSUMER
With a returnable law, an additional 424
million containers would be sold in Maine subject to
a deposit. If only 90 per cent of these were re
turned to retailers (a realistic assumption consid
ering the experience in Oregon and Vermont), the de
posits on the remaining ten per cent would be lost
by the purchasers. These deposit monies are, of
course, not actually lost in an economic sense.
They would be returned to the brewer or bottler who
initially sold the bottle and would be used to buy
a new bottle. If the average bottle were lost af
ter having completed only 10 trips to the market
place, the manufacturer would actually make a gain
on any non-returns. But the consumer, nonetheless,
would be out a deposit.
If 42.4 million containers were not redeemed
in the course of a year, consumers would forfeit
some $2,120,000 (on a deposit of five cents a con
tainer). But since the purpose of the bottle bill
is to redistribute the real costs of a beverage
packaging system on those who litter or wastefully
discard used bottles, most of this loss can not be
fairly attributed to returnable legislation. In-

deed, the whole idea behind a bottle bill is to en
courage returns by making it monetarily attractive
to do so. To assume that the forfeiture loss is a
cost of the system is to frustrate the underlying
legislative policy. Furthermore, there is nothing
inevitable about this particular "cost".(47) The
consumer has a free choice in the matter. Those
who return containers who place economics over con
venience. Those who insist on their convenience
must pay the price.
On the foregoing rationale, we shall calcu
late deposit loss as a cost of the system only where
it represents forfeitures caused by breakage or ex
cusable inconvenience. Losses stemming from litter
ing and wastage will thus be excluded from the com
putation. Using a liberal estimate for breakage
and convenience at 25 per cent of the total deposit
loss, the net loss attributable to L.D. 913 would
be $530,000.

THE TAX PICTURE
Beer and soft drink sales contribute a re
spectable sum annually to the state treasury in
the form of excise and sales taxes.
In 1974, this
amounted to about $11.8 million.(48) A major ar
gument of the opponents of L.D. 913 is that num
bers of Mainers would slip across the New Hampshire
border and buy their throwaways there, paying no
sales tax and half the malt beverage excise tax.
(49) In that context, it is most difficult to de
termine whether indeed anything of this sort will
happen sufficient to have an appreciable effect on
the state's tax revenue. But, for the purposes of
this study, let us assume that there will be some
sales falloff, however small. The problem is quan
tifying it.
One index is sales tax revenue. York County
-- only about half of which is within a reasonable
shopping distance of stores across the New Hamp
shire line — contributes about nine per cent of
the state's taxable sales.(50) Let us assume that
this population area contributes the same propor
tion of beer and soft drink sales, and to be lib
eral, that two-thirds of the county could easily
shift its shopping patterns into New Hampshire on
at least an occasional basis. Let us further as
sume that 25 per cent of the county's households
do actually make out-of-state purchases in re
sponse to the bottle bill. This would mean a tax
loss at current rates of $176,998. We could also
attempt to determine whether such a cross-border
situation would carry with it a falloff in other
food sales (on the assumption that if a purchaser
goes across the border for one item, he or she
will do other shopping there). But, once again,
the problem with this analysis is that it is based
on sheer conjecture.
It doesn't take into account,
for example, the increased cost of gasoline or
other automotive expense that consumers will use
(and perceive) in shopping over a longer distance.
Neither does it account for the fact that the de
posit required under L.D. 913 is not an additional

expense to the consumer. Nor does it reflect the
fact that once a returnable system is declared
a public policy by the Legislature, most Mainers
will willingly comply with it. Finally, it doesn't
attempt to segregate those Mainers who' -- in what
ever numbers -- are already shopping in New Hamp
shire, for beverages as well as other products,
and the sales falloff of which is already'reflected
in current tax revenue.
In this respect, attempt
ing to allow for the border problem may only be to
discount something that is already discounted.

EMPLOYMENT
The major savings from a bottle bill would
come in reduced container costs, an estimated $13.5
million a year. This is all money that currently
leaves Maine -- because no containers are made here
-- and ends up supporting industries and jobs in
other states. Under a returnable system, much of
this monetary flow would be rechanneled back into
jobs within Maine. The result is that passage of
L.D. 913 would create new jobs in a state with an
unemployment rate currently over 10 per cent.
Let us summarize the prospects of this in
creased employment:
Container manufacturers. There would be no
impact here since there are no plants in Maine.
Brewers. All beer sold in Maine is shipped
in from out-of-state.
Breweries would have to add
personnel but this would have no in-state impact.
Bottlers. The industry employment within the
state was 456 as of 1971.(51) The calculated in
crease in handling costs for bottlers would be
$1,647,309, most of which is for labor.
If this
amount is translated into new jobs (at an average
annual wage of $8,500), the result would be 194
additional jobs. To be conservative and allow for
industry efficiencies that would reduce handling
costs, we shall estimate the actual employment in
crease at two-thirds of this number, or 129.
Beer distributors. As of 1967, Maine-distrib
utors of beer and wine employed some 487 persons.
(52) Expected additional handling costs under L.D.
913 total $872,243. At an average wage of $8,500,
this translates into 103 new positions. This should
be discounted substantially, both to reflect oper
ating efficiencies and the fact that part of the
employment is involved in wine distribution that
would not be affected by the bottle bill. We will
take a third of this number, or 34.
Retailers. Assuming that alT of the handling
costs discussed previously ($2,060,739) result in
the hiring of additional employees, this would mean
some 482 new workers (at 1,900 hours a year and an
average wage of $2.25 an hour). Becasue many
stores will add no employees or fewer than our fig
ures might indicate, we will conservatively esti
mate the increase at 321 new fulltime jobs (or a
much larger number of parttime positions).
Summarizing the employment picture, we find
no job losses within the state and a total increase
in employment of 492.

A SUMMARY OF BENEFITS AND COSTS

TRANSITIONAL SYSTEM*

Cost (-)

Benefit(+)

Item
$

Reduced Litter Collection
Reduced Solid Waste

171,990

—

449,508

---

Increased Grocer Handling
Costs

2,872,796

—

Container Cost Savings for *
Brewers § Bottlers

13,493,241

Increased Handling S Other
Costs for Brewers 8
Bottlers s

—

6,544,603

. . .

Increased Handling Costs
for Beer Distributors

—

872,243

Deposit Loss to Consumers

—

530,000

Tax Revenue Loss

—

176,998

$14,114,739

10,996,640

GAIN UNDER RETURNABLE SYSTEM = $3,118,099
*
This table, which summarizes the preceding economic analysis of a returnable
system for Maine, is based on a beverage market in which 90 per cent of
soft drinks are sold in refillable containers and 45 per cent of beer sales.
The return rate of containers is calculated at 90 per cent.

ALL-REFILLABLE SYSTEM**
Benefit(+)
All Items

$ 21,042,947

Cost (-)
11,219,996

NET GAIN = $9,822,951

This table is based on a beverage market in which all beverages are sold
in refillable containers.
There is no change on the "cost" side.
On the
"benefit" side, solid waste savings increase to $684,000 and container cost
savings rise markedly to $20,186,957.
The return rate is figured at 90 per
cent.

FOOTNOTES

(1) Norman Fogg of Coca-Cola Bottlers. Quoted
in "Deposit Bottle Ecology Mostly A Fruitless
Fight," Portland Press Herald, p. 1, March 16, 1971.
(2) Discussed more fully by Bruce M. Hannon in
his "System Energy and Recycling: A Study of the
Beverage Industry," Urbana, 111., 1971, pp. 4-8.
Hereafter cited as "Hannon".
(3) Bingham and Mulligan, The Beverage Contain
er Problem, Washington, D.C., 1972, pp. 130, 138.
A study prepared for the Environmental Protection
Agency. Hereafter cited as "Beverage Container
Problem."
(4) The Oregon data was compiled as a part of
the Oregon State Highway Department Litter Survey
and is reproduced in "Oregon's 'Bottle Bill' -- One
Year Later," Oregon Environmental Council, Port
land, Ore., 1973.
(5) The Maine survey was conducted on three
sample sites in Readfield, South China and Vassalboro by Marshall Weibe, coordinator of the Keep
Maine Scenic Committee.
(6) Letter from Gilbert R. Grimes, M.D., Feb
ruary 20, 1975.
(7) Beverage Container Problem, p. 20.
(8) Bureau of Solid Waste, Department of En
vironmental Protection.
(9) Beverage Container Problem, p. 22.
(10) Bureau of Solid Waste, DEP.
(11) From Marshall Weibe, Kkep Maine Scenic.
(12) Weight data is calculated on the basis of
an average 9.625 ounces for a throwaway bottle;
2.5 ounces for a bimetallic can.
(13) Hannon, p. 29.
(14) Congressional Record, Dec. 20, 1973.

(15) Office of Energy Conservation and Fuel Al
location, Bureau of Civil Emergency Preparedness.
(16) See Branch, The Impact of a Nonreturnable
Container Bill In Maine, So. Portland, Me., 1975,
p. 3. Hereafter cited as Branch.
(17) Hannon, p. 29.
(18) Oregon's law went into effect on Oct. 1,
1972, Vermont's on July 1, 1973 (although dealers
were allowed to sell existing stocks of throwaways
until Sept. 1).
(19) Alberta, British Columbia § Saskatchewan.
(20) Gudger and Bailes, The Economic Impact
of Oregon's "Bottle Bill", Oregon State University,
Corvallis, 1974, p. 44, 53. Hereafter cited as
Gudger.
(21) Beer data from Maine Bureau of Alcoholic
Beverages, projected to 1975. Soft drink data
developed by author on the basis of two independent
projections, one comparing national soft drink
sales to Maine retail food sales, the other com
pounding actual data reported in the 1967 Census
of Manufactures. The returnable market is an in
dustry estimate. See Branch, p. 3.
(22) See, e.g., "Study nixes many bottle
fears," Bangor Daily News, p. 13, Feb. 13, 1975,
quoting Norman Fogg of Coca-Cola.
(23) Gudger, p. 24, 26.
(24) Interview with Norman Watson of CocaCola Bottling Co. of Barre (Vt.), February, 1975.
(25) See source cited in footnote 4.
(26) Disposal costs from Bureau of Solid
Waste, DEP. Branch also uses $12 (p. 3).
(27) Hannon, p. 29.
(28) Bureau of Civil Emergency Preparedness,
March, 1975.
(29) "Bottle Survey '71, A California SuperMarket Report on the Cost of Handling Returnable
Soft Drink Bottles," reprinted in Hearings before
the Subcomm. on the Environment of the Senate
Commerce Comm., 92d Congress, 2d Sess., No. 92-60,
pp. 513-531.
(30) Beverage Container Problem, p. 182.
(31) Gudger, p. 59.
(32) Branch, p. 4. The figures were provided
by a Vermont grocery chain but no detailed break
down of costs is given.
(33) Beverage Container Problem, pp. 183-84.
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(34) The average wage for an employee in a
Maine grocery store in 1972 was $2.17 an hour; in
a variety store, $2.07. 1972 Census of Retail
Trade, Maine, Table 1.
(35) Gudger, p. 59.
(36) Id_., p. 60.
(37) The return rate under this system for
returnables is calculated at 75 per cent. Cost
of containers are determined in the following
manner. Returnable bottle: $ .0853; throwaway
bottle, $ .0447; bimetallic can, $ .0565. Prices
are from Beverage Industry Annual Manual, 1973-74,
p. 37, and have been incremented 10 per cent to
reflect inflation.
(38) Using a 90 per cent return rate.
(39) Interview with Donald W. Webster,
director of Vermont's Division of Environmental
Protection, February, 1975.
(40) Using a 90 per cent return rate.
(41) Gudger, p. 43, 53.
(42) The Texas bottler is N.E. Norton,
president of Dr. Pepper-Royal Crown Bottling Co.,
Corpus Christi. Letter of Feb. 18, 1975.
(43) Gudger, pp. 43-44. Indeed, brewers
reported virtually no capital losses because of
"a very effective transfer of capital usage."
(44) .Id., pp. 55-56. Again, a low level
of loss was reported.
(45) Id., p. 48, 56-57.
(46) Id^., p. 47.
(47) Branch claims that each deposit repre
sents a "total loss to the consumer" when it is
"unclaimed." Icl., at p. 2. He does not mention
why bottles would go unredeemed.
(48) Malt beverage tax data from the
Maine Bureau of Alcoholic Beverages for the fis
cal year ending June 30, 1974. Sales tax on beer
computed at an average $ .015 per container; $ .01
for soft drinks.
(49) See Branch at p. 3, 5.
(50) Based on data from the Sales and Use
Tax Division of the Bureau of Taxation.
(51) County Business Patterns, 1971, Maine
(Bureau of the Census), p. 12.
(52) 1967 Census of Business.
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